Kraft Series 71 refit using a custom 7-channel encoder based on the Arduino Nano and a Frsky DHT RF module.
Sometimes its good to try something new! My Godson had been given an Arduino kit for his birthday, and he was starting to
ask questions I couldnt answer - I'd never touched an Arduino - so I thought I'd better learn something about them.
I had been meaning to give an Arduino a try though I'm a dedicated pic assembler programmer (for more than 20 years), I
wanted to get an idea of how the Atmel compares, not just the Atmel chip but the whole development setup.
When I was a kid, Krafts were very desirable sets but way beyond our budget. Over the years I’ve since acquired four
different Kraft sets, and I thought it would be great to be able to fly one again, especially with a few convenient bells & whistles
on top. Another retro conversion seemed a good place to dive right in at the deep end with the Arduino.
I used a Frsky DHT module but I removed the LED from the bind board and fitted a new extended one behind the Kraft meter,
and also removed the bind button and extended the connections to the Kraft trainer switch.
The bind LED is visible behind the meter.

I'm mode 2, and on the front panel, left to right is the Kraft trainer button which is now the Frsky bind button, the channel-7
toggle, centre is the power on/off slider, next is the sequential/compound selection switch for the single-channel emulation mix
and the s/c button also used for stick calibration.

On the top panel, left to right we have the slide switch, originally for switching between two 72mhz crystals but now operating
the throttle lock, the 3-position toggle for the elevon/vtail mixer, the Frsky 1way/2way toggle switch, the aerial, the left pot is
expo, right pot is rates. The rates and expo pots are switched, fully anti-clock clicks for no rates or expo, although theres no
need to physically connect the switch, its more of a tactile thing. The ‘click’ end of the track is negative so zero volts at the
rates wiper is full travel, and zero volts on the expo wiper is no expo.
Note that the elevon/vtail mixer switch is only active at the moment of switch-on and any subsequent operation has no effect.
This prevents you accidentally switching the mix on or off during a flight.
This has been a fun project in that the rewards come very easily, the Arduino is simplicity itself and most of the hard work has
been done for you by the designers, leaving the user with just a basic scripting job.
Let me admit up front that the Arduino code is quite simplistic, there are many far more complex and very clever encoder
projects out there in interweb land, including the Microstar, 9x, ArduinoRC, Patolin and more, but this one suffices for a retro
conversion where there is no lcd screen or fancy programming interface, and its probably easier to make than any of the posh
ones. I enjoyed doing it.

With the back off (screws long-lost...) you can see the Arduino, a 2S lipo and the Frsky DHT module.
Please excuse the untidy wiring – this is my prototype and has gone through several code iterations and wiring changes.
I removed the LED from the bind board and fitted a new extended one behind the Kraft meter, and I removed the bind button
and extended the connections to what was the Kraft trainer button. This shot was taken before the internals had been tidied
up, a few loops of lacing twine neatens it up nicely:
With the previous PIC propo encoders the sticks were calibrated manually using small preset pots, but for this one the "Selfcalibration" routine means the resistors are not required.
To calibrate the sticks, you hold the button down, switch on, and still holding the button, move each of the sticks into all four
corners a few times (including the mechanical trims, or not, as you prefer). When done, you let go of the button and it saves
the maximum and minimum values from each pot to flash. Every time you power-up it reads the calibrated values from flash
and uses these for the stick maps.
You can repeat the calibration as often as you like but it only needs to be done once unless you change the stick
configurations.
The 'calibrate' push-button isnt dedicated - its also the single-channel 'tone' button.
For anyone who fancies a go but is put off by soldering, you could connect all the sticks and switches using one of these,
£1.92 post free! But - I much prefer the headers on veroboard method with soldered connections.

Here are the encoder specifications:
Processor: Arduino Nano (though I would recommend a genuine Sparkfun Arduino 'Pro Mini' for further builds)
RF: Frsky 2way/1way switchable, bind button & extended to 'trainer' button, also led extended to behind the Kraft meter
7 channels, 6 propo, one toggle switched with built-in servo-slow
Self-calibrating sticks, saved to EEPROM during power-off - no measurements and presets needed (needs mechanical trim
stick units, or resistive mixing of separate trims)
Servo-reversing by holding sticks over on power-up, saved to EEPROM during power-off (throttle deliberately doesnt reverse,
its a safety thing)
Rates variable from 100% down to 10% via a pot, click for no rates
Expo variable from none to lots via a pot , click for no expo (thanks to Paul Luby for his expo maths)
Single-handed range check mode, flick the ch6 toggle three times to invoke, throttle is held off in range check mode, exit by
moving stick
Two-ratio switchable mixer with either 75:25 aileron:elevator for flying-wing elevons, or 50:50 mix for V-tails
Servo-slow on switched channel 7 (flaps, retracts etc)
Throttle lock-off switch holds throttle closed
Auto throttle lock on power-up (on switch on, throttle has to be closed to enable throttle channel, thereafter it acts normally
until throttle-lock switch is thrown). Audible warning.
Inactivity warning after 10 minutes of inactivity stops you leaving it switched on and ruining the lipo!
No bootloader delay, instant ppm so Corona-safe!
Single channel emulation mix built-in, compound (rudder & kick-up elevator) and sequential (rudder).
The S/C option is a mix – the sticks remain active during S/C operation – and obeys all the reversing/mix/expo/rates controls.
The Single Channel button inputs are separate but could be used in 3 ways:
1) two separate buttons, one sequential, one compound (either also does calibration)
2) (my preference) one button in series with a change-over switch to select sequential or compound
3) a two-way self-centring toggle (like a reeds toggle) with sequential one way and compound the other.
The calibration will work regardless of the sequential/compound choices, as long as one button is present (which can be
internal if S/C emulation isnt required)
The mixer has two options via a 3-way switch, but can only be selected on power-up:
off (for normal models) , 50:50 (for V-tails) and 75:25 (for flying wings such as the Wildthing)
The inactivity warning is the same buzzer & NPN transistor driver as the Reeds Tiny-6, and alarms after 10 minutes of
inactivity.
Theres a throttle cut (or 'hold closed' ) toggle which overrides the throttle stick for when you're retrieving an electric model, and
an automatic throttle lock which is engaged on power-up and on any use of the throttle lock. If the throttle lock is on, and the
throttle stick 'open', theres an aiudible warning chirp to warn you to close the throttle.
With the exception of either one of the calibrate buttons and the PPM output, all of the other D connections are optional. If you
dont want a mixer, or throttle-cut, or whatever, just omit that particular switch and the wire to that pin.
On the analogue inputs however, if you wanted fewer than 6 channels, then the unused ones should be tied to the wiper of a
used one. Its essential that all 6 analogue inputs see the calibration voltages so they shouldnt be left floating nor tied high or
low. If expo or rates or both are not wanted, those pins (A6 & A7) should be grounded.
Channel 7 is a conventional 2-position switch for retracts, flaps etc and could be omitted – but as it also provides the singlehanded range-check, you would lose this facility too.
Now I can have any or all of these options for any future conversions, with just the one common firmware
I must admit I dont particularly like the option of throttle reversing - its an accident waiting to happen! so I just have low 1ms
high 2ms as normal convention for an esc. To me, electric motors and reversed throttles are a scary thought!

Stick units:
Just to confirm that this particular encoder is intended for mechanical-trim stick units, there are no separate trim inputs, and in
fact no spare inputs to the Arduino processor. For independent electrical-trim stick units, you can resistively couple trimpots
(as some manufacturers did) but you'd have to experiment with resistor values, I'd guess at maybe 50k?

Here's a demo video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9ZGZUQClS8
Links:
Screw-terminal adapter board:
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Nano-Terminal-Adapter-Board-for-the-Arduino-Nano-V3-0-AVR-ATMEGA328P-AUModule-/281349447954?pt=UK_BOI_Electrical_Components_Supplies_ET&hash=item4181bbe112
pots: (10k, mono, linear, switched)
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/180988727596?_trksid=p2055119.m1438.l2649&var=480194456592&ssPageName=STRK
%3AMEBIDX%3AIT
knobs:
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/300969400412?ssPageName=STRK:MEWNX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1439.l2649
header sockets:
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/321294837934?var=510214454889&ssPageName=STRK:MEWNX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1439.l2649
usbasp:
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/141189515734?ssPageName=STRK:MEWNX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1439.l2649
RP-SMA aerial extension-leads: NOT FOR ORANGE MODULES as these have SMA not RP-SMA.
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/300643745492?ssPageName=STRK:MEWNX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1439.l2649
The Nano processors come as cheap as £2.52, maybe less if you shop around, but I’m not sure of the quality and a faulty HK
one has made me cautious of cheapies. I'll be buying mid-priced ones.
Our experience is that some of the cheaper Chinese clone Nanos have had reliability problems but genuine, original
manufacturers Nanos are quite expensive at £30 each. Consequently I'm recommending that any further builds should use a
genuine Arduino Pro Mini made by Sparkfun, as these are available at little more than a cheap Nano clone and are of assured
quality.

Using fewer channels, or fewer facilities – say a trad 4ch set:
Any unwanted analogue inputs (say for a 4ch set) should simply be tied to another one that is used rather than left floating.
For the stick calibration to work all the stick inputs need to be included, even if they're only mimicing another channel.
The toggle could be omitted but as well as losing the channel you would also lose the single-handed range-check.
The button gives a realistic single-channel compound escapement emulation but I did intentionally omit the quick-blip throttle which I thought might not be safe in this context. The rudder & kick-up elevator accurately mimics the old Elmic escapements
via the button, just like a true S/C set.
Its actually a mix which is applied early in the processing chain, so the variable rates work on s/c too, so you can vary the
amount of movement very easily - and so does the elevon mixer if anyone is brave enough to try a S/C flying wing!
Everything happens simultaneously, whilst flying 'on the button', s/c style, the propo sticks are still live as are the trims and aux
functions. The s/c emulation follows any servo-reversing options of course.
Heres the diagram showing how its all wired up.

Note the neg end of the throttle pot is nearer the bottom of the transmitter.
For mode 2 (throttle on the left) (on the right as you look into the back of the tx!)

For mode 1 (throttle on the right) (on the left as you look into the back of the tx!)

…and the neg end of the expo and rates pots is the anti-clockwise ‘click’ end.

Note that Coronas and early Frsky modules will need a schottky diode in the PPM line, banded end to D13 on the arduino,
non-banded end to the RF module. Something like a BAT42 is ideal.
When all your wiring is complete, double check everything, then switch on whilst holding the button on D10 or D11. Keeping it
held, move the sticks and trims into all four corners, then release the button. Don’t switch on the receiver until the calibration
has been done.
The single channel rudder operation is one press for right, two for l;eft. If you find its reversed, then you have the pos & neg
the wrong way around on the aileron pot. Note that on a rudder elevator model, its convention to put the rudder servo on the
aileron channel. Think 'primary steering control' rather than aileron. Similarly if the kick-up elevator goes down, then you have
the pos & neg on the elevator pot reversed. You will need to do the calibration again after swapping the wires over.
If you then need to re reverse the propo rudder or elevator just use the reversing facility.
I can supply pre-programmed Pro-Minis and Nanos at cost (they vary widely in price) for anyone who cant program his own.
As always, help is on hand via email philg@talk21.com and via the forum http://singlechannellersreunited.co.uk/phpbb3
The sketch is here: http://www.mccrash-racing.co.uk/sc/data/PPM_Encoder_7ch_Phil_G_sc6r.ino
If you do program your own Nano using this sketch, please disable the bootloader by programming via ICSP. This is
important – the standard bootloader delays the startup of the encoder by a second or two, which can cause problems.
This software has been extensively bench and flight tested. If you make any changes, please thoroughly test, test, test.
If you use this software either in full or in part, please acknowledge its source, philg@talk21.com , Phil_G on all the R/C
forums. This is open source etiquette.
Finally I’d like to thank Paul Luby whose expo maths I used in the Kraft sketch.
Cheers
Phil
Addendum – next page - PCB for Arduino Pro-Mini (not necessary, but neat)

Addendum: The 'Red' ebay board
Ron & Glyn have found a commercial Arduino Nano board which is ideal for retro refits & conversions. This new board is very
neat and works great, it comes fully populated with everything except the Arduino chip itself,yet its cheaper than the bare
boards I've had custom-made! It takes a Nano rather than a Pro-Mini. Small negatives are that it has no built-in buzzer, it
needs two very minor, easily done mods on the underside, and its slightly larger than the Pro-Mini PCB. It runs the same
"7ch+s/c" encoder software with no need to change anything. Several Ebay sellers list them, typically for about £3.

The necessary mods are as follows:
Underneath, we add a BAT42 schottky-diode between D13 and a convenient unused pad, banded end to D13.
We also add the orange link to provide power to the RF module.
One thin track needs to be cut with a drill-bit or Vero cutter, between the “5v” lettering and the centre pin of the first 3way header. This is to free up the module power pin (see the countersink hole to the left of the orange link?)

This board needs an external buzzer adding, the circuit used is exactly like the Tiny-6 buzzer and can be made on a servo
extension lead that plugs onto the D6 header, or it can be assembled directly onto a 3-pin header socket:

A 2N3904 is laid flat-face-down and the emitter soldered to the buzzer long leg (buzzer pos).
The header socket or the 3-wire servo cable is then soldered to the buzzer neg, collector & base, then insulated with hotglue.

The buzzer is mounted on the D6 header:

Any ebay-board encoders I supply will have the buzzer assembly ready-made & tested.

Addendum: The 'new' ebay board (smaller, integrated processor)
Recently I found yet another commercial PCB on ebay which suits the project perfectly. Its smaller and has an inbuilt
processor, and therefore doesnt need an additional Arduino chip. These boards are very economical , typically under £3 each
plus delivery. As with the previous 'red ebay board' a small modification is necessary, which is easily done, and any boards I
supply will have been modified ready to use.
This is the board alongside the other options:

Here it is 'flat-packed' as supplied:

The boards are supplied 'flat-pack' style with separate headers, but before fitting the headers the one small mod is to bridge
the schottky diode, just by soldering a wire across its ends (shown in red). This is much easier before the headers are fitted:

On all the boards I received, the black strip had slightly shorter pins and need a careful squeeze in a vice to match the red &
yellow.
Use a couple of header sockets to align the pins whilst soldering:

This board has no convenient battery positive output for the RF module so the module header carries only neg and PPM.

Module positive is taken from the main on/off switch or from the Vin wire:

There is an optional minor change to the software sketch, which moves PPM from the existing D13 pin to D0, which
appears on the end header and can be seen in the diagram above. If you prefer, it can be left as-is and the PPM taken
from D13.
Here are the connections. Whilst the 'new pcb' has a different physical layout, electrically its identical and the stick
and switch connections are exactly the same as the other boards:

The DiyMore 328P board:
Recently a variation of the 328P board has been supplied, for us its a better board and whilst at a quick glance it looks
identical, its easily identified by the tiny Through-Plated-Hole (TPH) adjacent to the Vcc (+5v) pin:

This one has proven to be the best option for encoder projects as it allows the three encoder connections to be made directly
to the end header using a servo plug. The DiyMore is the one with the tiny TPH hole near Vcc (+5v) on the end header.
As with the Deek-Robot 328P board, the PPM output needs to be configured onto D0.
It needs a couple of simple mods, first the schottky diode is removed. This is much easier before the headers are fitted:

Removing the diode isolates the 5v pin on the end header so that we can use it for the battery supply to the RF module. There
are two ways to do this, either using a short wire bridge like this:

… or by soldering a short wire bridge from the old schottky pad to the 4 ohm resistor. This is a bit more fiddly:

The RF module connections for the DiyMore board are as follows, of the 5 pins, two are for battery switched positive and
negative, and three are pos, neg and PPM for the RF module. PPM is on the pin labelled RX1 which is actually D0, of course
this also needs to tally in the sketch – static int ppm = 0
The remaining 3 holes are unused.
This is where the DiyMore is much neater than the Deek-Robot board which needs a separate pos supply for the module. A
servo lead can be fitted to the module so it plugs straight into the encoder, really neat & flexible:

Note that in common with the Deek-Robot 328P board, A4 and A5 are interchanged on the board silk-screen
annotation. Be careful not to confuse these two 328P boards, the Deek-Robot and DiyMore versions look similar but
are routed completely differently. Use the appropriate mods for your board type.
Further discussion on the DiyMore 328P board starts here:
http://singlechannellersreunited.co.uk/phpbb3/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=625&hilit=tph&start=110#p8513

A few “Tips & Pointers”
Mixers: For the mixers I use a 3-position switch, giving centre off, 75:25 one way and 50:50 the other way.
My PCB does this with one servo plug. Connect black to the switch centre, then red & white to either side of the switch.
To do the same thing on the ebay board needs two servo leads. Wire the common terminal (middle) of the switch to ground
(black), either or both of the mixer connection negatives will do. Then on one side of the switch solder the signal wire of
the 50:50 cable, and on the other side solder the signal wire of the 75:25 cable. The positive (red) wires are not used and
should be insulated with heat-shrink and tucked away. If the mixers are not required then simply omit the connections.
Single-channel Button: Similarly I have my S/C compound/sequential option on a 2-position changeover switch.
To do this, wire the common terminal (middle) of the switch to one side of your S/C button.
To the other side of your S/C button solder either or both of the compound and/or sequential cable negatives.
Then on one side of the switch solder the signal wire of the sequential cable, and on the other side solder the signal wire of
the compound cable. The positive (red) wires are not used and should be insulated with heat-shrink and tucked away.
Refer to the circuit diagram above for clarification.
If you prefer two separate buttons for sequential and compound, just use the signal and ground wires and insulate the
unused positives. Alternatively any unused wires can be clipped flush at the plug where it connects to the encoder.
If you will only ever use sequential (or compound) then just wire the one S/C input that you need, leaving the other one
disconnected. Note that at least one Single-Channel button is necessary as it doubles for calibration duties – though again
a Spektrum bind-plug could be used instead, plugging directly onto D10 or D11 on the PCB, but only during calibration.
Paralleling unused analogue stick inputs: This applies to channels 1 to 6 and though it isn’t absolutely necessary,
unconnected or ‘floating’ inputs can cause an unused channel to act unpredictably. This will never cause a problem in use,
but leaving an unused channel to its own devices is untidy. Often an unconnected input will ‘pick- up’ the adjacent
connection, sometimes it will stay at one extreme of travel, sometimes it will wander. The reason I suggest paralleling
unused inputs to a used input is to ensure that unused channels behave predictably. The encoder always sends 7 channels.
Rates and Exponential: If these are not required, the pots can be replaced with a simple link connecting signal to
negative –Spektrum bind plugs are ideal for this. Don’t leave them floating or you’ll get random amounts of travel and
expo!
Unused digital functions: The mixer connections and the throttle lock can simply be omitted if not required – they have
internal pull-ups. The Single-Channel button IS required as it doubles for calibration duties – though again a Spektrum
bind-plug could be used instead, plugging directly onto D10 or D11 on the PCB during calibration.
Switched, servo-slowed Channel 7: connections can be omitted but besides losing channel 7 you will also lose the rangetest sweep facility.
Buzzer: If you’re an IC-only flyer you could omit the buzzer as its mostly a throttle warning for electrics, but you will also
lose the inactivity alarm.
Connecting up: We’ve found that twisted servo plugs make a much neater job than flat servo cable. If you’re using a
35Mhz RF module then route the stick wiring away from the module and especially the aerial connection.
Power: A 2S lipo is ideal, 3S is ok though a bit high, so I add a series diode or two such as the 1N4001 or similar.
7 or 8 nimh are ok as it a PP3 Duracell. The ebay boards have a barrel power connector – we don’t use this and it can be
ignored or carefully removed. Note that on the 5-pin RF module and power header, the two negatives are closest together.
Dozens of retro sets have been fitted with these encoders or some variation, and the header plug/servo lead does make for
a very straightforward assembly. Have a go, its fun!
Cheers
Phil
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